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ABSTRACT
If the Galaxy is axisymmetric and in dynamical equilibrium, we expect negligible fluc-
tuations in the residual line-of-sight velocity field. Recent results using the APOGEE
survey find significant fluctuations in velocity for stars in the midplane (|z | <0.25 kpc)
out to 5 kpc, suggesting that the dynamical influence of non-axisymmetric features
i.e., the Milky Way’s bar, spiral arms and merger events extends out to the Solar
neighborhood. Their measured power spectrum has a characteristic amplitude of 11
km s−1 on a scale of 2.5 kpc. The existence of such large-scale streaming motions has
important implications for determining the Sun’s motion about the Galactic Centre.
Using Red Clump stars from GALAH and APOGEE, we map the line-of-sight veloc-
ities around the Sun (d<5 kpc), and |z | <1.25 kpc from the midplane. By subtracting
a smooth axisymmetric model for the velocity field, we study the residual fluctuations
and compare our findings with mock survey generated by galaxia. We find negligi-
ble large-scale fluctuations away from the plane. In the mid-plane, we reproduce the
earlier APOGEE power spectrum but with 20% smaller amplitude (9.3 km s−1) after
taking into account a few systematics (e.g., volume completeness). Using a flexible ax-
isymmetric model the power-amplitude is further reduced to 6.3 km s−1. Additionally,
our simulations show that, in the plane, distances are underestimated for high-mass
Red Clump stars which can lead to spurious power-amplitude of about 5.2 km s−1.
Taking this into account, we estimate the amplitude of real fluctuations to be <4.6
km s−1, about a factor of three less than the APOGEE result.
Key words: Galaxy: kinematics and dynamics – Stars: distances – Stars: fundamental
parameters
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Milky Way is a large late-type disk galaxy. While the
Galaxy has had a quiescent accretion history and is not
thought to have experienced a major merger in the past
10 Gyr (Stewart et al. 2008; Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard
2016), it is orbited by nearby dwarf galaxies, some of which
can cross the disk and perturb it. Some of these orbiting
galaxies become disrupted by these encounters, torn asun-
der to create streams of material orbiting the galaxy such as
the Sagittarius stream (Majewski et al. 2003). In addition,
the Milky Way also hosts a central bar extending out to 5
kpc (Wegg et al. 2015), the dynamical effect of which can
also be seen in the Solar neighborhood as structures in ve-
locity space. Prominent examples of such structures include
the Hercules stream (e.g., Dehnen 1998; Bovy 2010; Hunt
et al. 2018). While it would seem natural to assume kine-
matic non-axisymmetry at small radii it is worth investigat-
ing whether the dynamical effects of the bar extend out to
large radii such as around the Solar neighbourhood. Study-
ing the velocity substructure in the Milky Way thus holds
clues to large scale evolutionary processes in the Galaxy.
Over the last two decades local surveys such as GCS
(Geneva-Copenhagen Survey, Nordstro¨m et al. 2004) and
RAVE (Radial Velocity Experiment, Williams et al. 2013)
have mapped the Solar neighbourhood extensively and
shown evidence of velocity gradients in the disk. With the
advent of large-scale surveys it is now possible to venture out
of the Solar neighbourhood. For example, with APOGEE
(Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evolution Experiment,
Majewski et al. 2016) the Galactic disk in the mid-plane
(|z | < 0.25 kpc) has been mapped out to 15 kpc. The syn-
ergy with other ongoing surveys such as GALAH (GALactic
Archaeology with HERMES, Martell et al. 2017) and LAM-
OST (Large sky Area Multi-Object fiber Spectroscopic Tele-
scope, Zhao et al. 2012), now allows us to study the region
away from the mid-plane and attempt to visualise kinemat-
ics and chemistry in 3D.
The limitations of small scale surveys can be understood
in the context of the Local Standard of Rest (LSR)1 which is
generally defined based on results from the GCS survey to be
(U,V,W) = (11.1, 12.24, 7.25) km s−1 (Scho¨nrich et al. 2010).
However, it has been suggested that the ‘true’ LSR may dif-
fer from this current standard, most notably through the
study of kinematics of APOGEE Red Clump stars by (Bovy
et al. 2015) (hereafter B15). In their analysis they subtract
an axisymmetric model for the line-of-sight velocity field and
find significant residual bulk motion or streaming of about
11 km s−1. Fourier analysis of the residual motion shows
that the scale of fluctuations is about 3 kpc i.e., much larger
than the Solar neighbourhood. B15 suggest that the whole
solar neighbourhood is moving with respect to the Galaxy
on a non-axisymmetric orbit due to perturbations from the
Galactic Bar. Furthermore, taking this large scale stream-
ing motion into account, they suggest that the value of V,
1 The local standard of rest (LSR) is defined as the frame of
reference of a star at the Sun’s location that is on a circular orbit
in the Galactic gravitational potential. It is thus assumed that
the LSR has no radial or vertical motion w.r.t to the Galactic
centre, as suggested by the proper motion of Sgr A* which shows
that such motion is negligible (Scho¨nrich et al. 2010).
the Sun’s motion relative to the circular velocity (Vcirc), be
revised upwards to 22.5 km s−1, implying that the Solar
neighbourhood is moving ahead of the LSR. Although, the
proper motion of Sgr A* is well constrained at 6.379± 0.024
mas/yr (Reid & Brunthaler 2004), there is still uncertainty
on the distance of the Sun from the Galactic center (R). It
is thus important to have multiple methods to constrain the
Solar motion about the Galactic center. (Robin et al. 2017)
take this forward by making use of highly accurate proper
motions from Gaia data release 1 (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2016) and RAVE-DR4 to model the asymmetric drift and
leave the Solar motion as a free parameter. They propose
a new, much lower value for V of 0.94 km s−1, but again
their analysis is only restricted to the Solar vicinity probing
well within 2 kpc of the Sun with mean distances around 1
kpc.
Using a purely astrometric sample from Gaia-TGAS,
(Antoja et al. 2017) detect velocity asymmetries of about 10
km s−1 between positive and negative Galactic longitudes.
Once again, however, their study is only based on proper mo-
tions of the stars involved. The detected asymmetry seems
directed away from the Solar neighbourhood and towards
the outer disk. Similarly, using SDSS-DR12 white dwarf
kinematics, Anguiano et al. (2017) find ∂VR/∂R = −3 ± 5
km s−1 and an asymmetry in < Vz > between the population
above and below the plane of the Galaxy.
Given the compelling evidence of non-equilibrium kine-
matics shown by a diverse stellar population, it would clearly
be interesting to perform a large-scale 3D analysis of the
Milky Way. In this paper we examine the line-of-sight kine-
matics of Red Clump (RC) stars selected from the GALAH
and APOGEE spectroscopic surveys. In general, observed
data has a non-trivial selection function, and in some cases
leaves a strong signature on the data. Not taking this into
account can lead to spurious fluctuations in the velocity dis-
tribution of the target stars. Hence it is imperative to check
and compare the results to those obtained through use of a
synthetic catalog of stars. To this end we make use of ax-
isymmetric galaxy models using the galaxia2 code (Sharma
et al. 2011).
Throughout the paper we adopt a right handed co-
ordinate frame in which the Sun is at R=8.0 kpc from
the Galactic center and has Galactocentric coordinates
(Xgc,Ygc,Zgc) = (-8.0,0,0) kpc. The cylindrical coordinate an-
gle φ increases in the anti-clockwise direction. The rotation
of the Galaxy is clockwise in the (Xgc,Ygc) plane. The he-
liocentric Cartesian frame is related to Galactocentric by
Xhc = XGC + 8, Yhc = YGC and Zhc = ZGC. Xhc is nega-
tive toward ` = 180◦ and Yhc is positive towards Galac-
tic rotation. For transforming velocities between heliocen-
tric and Galactocentric frames we use (Xgc,,Ygc,, Zgc,) =
(U,ΩR,W). Following Scho¨nrich et al. (2010), we adopt
(U,W) = (11.1, 7.25) km s−1, while for the azimuthal compo-
nent we use the constraint of Ω = 30.24 km s−1kpc−1 which
2 galaxia is a stellar population synthesis code based on the
Besancon Galactic model by Robin et al. (2003). galaxia
uses its own 3D extinction scheme to specify the dust dis-
tribution and the isochrones to predict the stellar proper-
ties are from the Padova database (Marigo et al. 2008;
Bertelli et al. 1994). Full documentation is available at
http://galaxia.sourceforge.net/Galaxia3pub.html
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is set by the proper motion of Sgr A*, i.e., the Sun’s angu-
lar velocity around the Galactic center (Reid & Brunthaler
2004).
The structure of the paper is as follows: In subsec-
tion 2.1 we briefly describe our Red Clump selection scheme,
which includes using galaxia to calibrate de-reddened col-
ors against spectroscopic parameters in order to select a pure
Red Clump sample. This is used to derive distances in sub-
section 2.2. Then in subsection 3.1 we briefly discuss the ob-
served and simulated datasets used in the paper. Our kine-
matic model and methods are described in subsection 3.3.
In subsection 4.1 we test our model on a galaxia all-sky
sample and identify high mass Red Clump population as a
contaminant. Next, in subsection 4.2 we analyse observed
data in the midplane and compare with the APOGEE re-
sult of B15. Then in subsection 4.3 we extend the analysis
to the offplane region and compare our results with selection
function matched galaxia realizations before discussing our
findings in section 5.
2 SELECTING PURE RED CLUMP SAMPLE
TO ESTIMATE DISTANCES
2.1 Red Clump calibration and selection
The Red Clump (RC) is a clustering of red giants on
the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (HRD), that have gone
through helium flash and now are quietly fusing helium
in the convective core. These stars on the helium-burning
branch of the HRD, have long been considered ‘standard
candles’ for stellar distances as they have very similar core
masses and luminosities (Cannon 1970). While many stud-
ies use the RC, there is considerable variation in the liter-
ature over calibration for the absolute magnitude of these
stars. Studies of RC stars using parallaxes from Hipparcos
have shown that their average absolute magnitude in the
Ks (hereafter K) band spans the range -1.65< MKs <-1.50
(Girardi 2016) and there is ongoing effort to revise this us-
ing Gaia (Hawkins et al. 2017). The color dependence of the
Red Clump on population parameters is also well known,
for example the (J − Ks) color is predicted to increase by
0.046 mag from ([Fe/H],[α/Fe])=(-0.30,+0.10) to (0.00,0.00)
(Nataf et al. 2016). Given this variation, in this work we
choose not to assume single MKs value to estimate distances
but instead derive an empirical relation between K band ab-
solute magnitude and metallicity [Fe/H]. We choose the K
band for two reasons. While some passbands are more af-
fected than others by metallicity variations within the RC
population, such effects seem to be greatly reduced in the K
band (Salaris & Girardi 2002). This, combined with the fact
that the K band is least affected by extinction, makes it a
reliable passband in which to derive fundamental properties
of the RC population.
However, we will first need to select a reliable sample
of Red Clump stars.Our selection function is based in terms
of de-reddened colors CJK =(J − K)0 and the spectroscopic
parameters: surface gravity log g, metallicity [Fe/H] and ef-
fective temperature Teff as described in Bovy et al. (2014).
In the APOGEE Red Clump catalog (Bovy et al. 2014) the
photometry is corrected for extinction using the Rayleigh
Jeans Color Excess method (RJCE; Majewski et al. 2011)
which requires photometry in 2MASS and [4.5 µm] bands.
However, it is difficult to get de-reddened colors accurately
from photometry alone. So, to overcome this, we use pure
Red Clump stars from galaxia to derive empirical relations
expressing CJK in terms of [Fe/H] and Teff . This allows us
to derive de-reddened colors from spectroscopic parameters,
which we can then use to select the Red Clump samples for
any given spectroscopic sample. In particular, the galaxia
Red Clump sample is also used to obtain the aforementioned
MKs-[Fe/H] curve (see Table A3), which is used to estimate
distances. The procedure above is described in full detail in
section A.
We now check the accuracy of our selection function in
recovering the Red Clump stars. For this we compute pre-
cision (fraction of selected stars that are part of the Red
Clump) and recall (fraction of Red Clump stars that are se-
lected), which are two commonly used measures of accuracy
in the field of information retrieval. We find that 97.6% of
our selected stars are part of the Red Clump. Since our se-
lection is based on spectroscopic parameters that have un-
certainties associated with them, we also explored the ef-
fects of adding Gaussian errors of (σlogTeff , σ[Fe/H], σlog g) =
(0.011, 0.05, 0.1) dex. For Teff = 4700 K, the typical temper-
ature of a Red Clump star, the uncertainty in temperature
is 120 K. In spite of the uncertainties, the precision of the
selected stars was found to be 83% (see Table 1 for sum-
mary), however, the recall dropped to 69%. If the uncer-
tainty on temperature is reduced by a factor of two, the pre-
cision increases to 91% and recall to 85%, suggesting that it
is important get precise and accurate temperatures.
2.2 Distances
We now proceed to estimate distances for our Red Clump
sample. The distance modulus for a given passband λ cor-
rected for extinction is given by
dmod = mλ − Mλ − Aλ, (1)
with apparent magnitude mλ, absolute magnitude Mλ and
extinction Aλ. For the K band, Mλ is derived using our MK -
[Fe/H] relation (Table A3), while for the extinction we make
use of the derived intrinsic colors CJK ([Fe/H],Teff)6 i.e.,
(J − K) − CJK = (AJ − AK ), (2)
and this can be related to the reddening E(B-V) using fλ =
Aλ)/E(B − V) as
(AJ − AK ) = ( fJ − fK )E(B − V). (3)
After rearranging, we get the general relation
Aλ = fλ × (J − K) − CJKfJ − fK , (4)
with fλ as in Schlegel et al. (1998) (see Table A2).
To illustrate the accuracy achieved in estimating dis-
tances for the galaxia sample, we show the residuals in dmod
with respect to the true distance modulus in Figure 1. The
residuals lie close to zero, with a typical distance uncertainty
of 4%. There is also no significant bias as a function of metal-
licity [Fe/H]. If uncertainty in spectroscopic parameters are
6 See equation A8
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Table 1. Accuracy of the Red Clump selection function as predicted by all-sky J < 15 mock samples from galaxia. Shown are results
for cases with: 1) no uncertainty on spectroscopic parameters; 2) with uncertainty typically expected from high resolution spectra, e.g.,
APOGEE (Holtzman et al. 2015) and 3) same as 2) but with smaller σlogTeff which should be achievable with good quality spectra.
σlogTeff σ[Fe/H] σlog g Recall
3 Precision4 σdmod
5
dex dex dex (%) (%) mag
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 97.9 0.10 (0.09)
2 0.011 0.05 0.1 77.0 93.6 0.16 (0.12)
3 0.0055 0.05 0.1 87.0 94.8 0.12 (0.11)
0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
[Fe/H]
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
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d m
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dmod = 0.1, d/d = 0.04
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Figure 1. Distance accuracy using Red Clump calibration on
galaxia: The residuals in the distance modulus are concentrated
close to zero (black dotted line) and there is no significant bias
with metallicity. The blue dotted lines indicate the 1σ bounds,
with the overall distance error being 4 %.
taken into account the dispersion in estimated distance mod-
ulus σdmod increases and this is shown in Table 1 for some
typical cases. The main reason for the increase in σdmod is
the contamination from stars that are not Red Clump, e.g.,
RGB stars, which can be understood from the quoted pre-
cisions in the table. The quantity in brackets denotes σdmod
for the actual Red Clump stars, which is not significantly
affected by addition of spectroscopic uncertainties.
3 DATA AND METHODS
3.1 Datasets
In this paper we make use of data from the APOGEE and
GALAH surveys from which Red Clump stars are selected
using the selection scheme described in section A unless oth-
erwise specified. Following is a brief overview of the datasets
used for our analysis:
We downloaded the Red Clump catalog7 of APOGEE
DR12 (Bovy et al. 2014), in order to compare our results di-
rectly with B15. This dataset contains 19937 stars and will
be referred to as ADR12RC. Similarly we also obtained the
latest available RC catalog8 from APOGEE DR14 (Abol-
fathi et al. 2018). This contains 29502 stars and will be
referred to as ADR14RC. In both cases, while we do not
apply our Red Clump selection method, we do estimate the
distances using the scheme in subsection 2.2. Our distances
were found to be in excellent agreement with those in the
7 APOGEE DR12-RC fits files
8 APOGEE DR14-RC fits files
APOGEE Red Clump catalog. In our analysis the distances
are used to compute velocity maps, and we found that there
was no difference between the velocity maps computed using
either of the distances.
Where it appears the additional tag ‘SF Bovy’ explicitly
means that the dataset used has exact selection as in the
APOGEE Red Clump catalogs.
Next, from the internal release of GALAH data up to
October 2017 we preselect stars in the magnitude range
9 < V < 14. The data includes fields observed as part of the
K2-HERMES (Wittenmyer et al. 2018) and TESS-HERMES
(Sharma et al. 2018) programs but not the fields observed as
part of the pilot9 survey. Also, data without a proper selec-
tion function (field id <-1) was excluded from the analysis.
The spectroscopic parameters are from the same pipeline
that was used in Sharma et al. (2018) and further details of
spectroscopic analysis techniques used can be found there
and in Duong et al. (2018). Details on reduction and es-
timation of radial velocity are in Kos et al. (2017). From
the full data we select Red Clump stars using our scheme
in section A and obtain 33183 RC stars. This is merged
with ADR14RC to form a combined observed dataset called
GADR14RC and again where it appears, the additional tag
‘SF New’ signifies that our selection method was employed.
This combined set provides a more complete (x, y) spatial
coverage as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, where only for
comparison we show 44166 Red Clump stars from RAVE-
DR5 (Kunder et al. 2017) using our selection scheme. The
combined dataset allows us to explore the region well beyond
the Solar neighbourhood.
To examine the validity of this analysis, we use galaxia
to simulate the selection functions of APOGEE10 (Zasowski
et al. 2013) and GALAH (Martell et al. 2017), and generate
a combined Red Clump dataset using our selection schemes
for direct comparison with GADR14RC. Finally, for subsec-
tion 4.1 we also generate an all-sky mock Red Clump catalog
to test our kinematical models. All galaxia samples were
generated with the ‘warp’ option turned off in order to allow
easier interpretation of our experiments.
3.2 Proper motions
In order to transform from the heliocentric to Galactocentric
frame we require highly accurate proper motions. Gaia DR1
has provided high precision parallaxes for about 2 million ob-
jects and the DR2 (expected April 2018) will extend this to
9 Data collected before March 2014 i.e., with cob id< 1403010000
is excluded, where cob id = date*10000 + run no.
10 APOGEE DR14 fields
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Figure 2. Distribution of the combined Red Clump dataset GADR14RC in Galactocentric R − z plane. While the APOGEE coverage
dominates in plane and towards the anti-center, GALAH surveys the off-plane region more extensively.
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Figure 3. Distribution of GADR14RC in heliocentric (x, y) coordinates where the symmetrical regions above and below the plane have
been merged together in slices in z (kpc). APOGEE probes deep into the disk while GALAH provides good coverage moving away from
the plane, and to illustrate this also shown is the coverage of RAVE DR5.
nearly a billion objects and will also provide proper motions.
In the meantime the two extensively used proper motion cat-
alogues PPMXL (Roeser et al. 2010) and UCAC4 (Zacharias
et al. 2013) have been improved using Gaia DR1 positions
to produce UCAC5 (Zacharias et al. 2017) and HSOY (Hot
Stuff for One Year, Altmann et al. 2017). Until Gaia DR2
these updated catalogues will provide proper motion with
1-5 mas/yr precision. For all our observed datasets, where
available, we use the average of UCAC5 & HSOY values,
and default (UCAC4) proper motions elsewhere. We have
checked that this has no impact on our results. Moreover,
our main analysis does not make use of proper motions.
3.3 Kinematic model
In this section we will describe the framework of our
kinematical modelling. Our goal is to reproduce the ob-
served line-of-sight velocity field (Vlos) using an axisymmet-
ric Galactic model. In our scheme the Galactocentric velocity
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2018)
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Table 2. Parameters to model the velocity dispersion σR as a
function of height |z |.
|z | 0.0 0.5 1.0 2.0
δσ0 0.0 5.0 7.0 7.0
distribution, V = (VR,Vz,Vφ), follows the triaxial Gaussian
distribution
p(V |r, τ) = 1(2pi3/2)σRσφσz
exp
{ V2R
σ2
R
+
V2z
σ2z
+
(Vφ − Vφ)2
σ2φ
}
, (5)
where we assume that VR and Vz are negligible. The mean
Galactocentric azimuthal velocity Vφ can be written using
Stro¨mberg (1946) as:
V
2
φ = V
2
circ(R, z) +
Vasym︷                                                    ︸︸                                                    ︷
σ2R
(
d ln ρ
d ln R
+
d lnσ2R
d ln R
+ 1 −
σ2φ
σ2
R
+ 1 − σ
2
z
σ2
R
)
, (6)
where Vcirc is the Galactocentric circular velocity, and Vasym
is the asymmetric drift. Assuming exponential density pro-
files for the Galactic disk (ρ ∝ e−R/Rd , Sharma & Bland-
Hawthorn 2013) and velocity dispersion (σ ∝ e
R−R
Rσ ) we get
V
2
φ = V
2
circ(R, z) + σ2R
(
− R
Rd
− 2R
Rσ
+ 1 −
σ2φ
σ2
R
+ 1 − σ
2
z
σ2
R
)
(7)
However, equation 7 is valid only for the case where the
principle axis of the velocity ellipsoid is aligned with the
spherical coordinate system (r, θ, φ) centered on the Galac-
tic center, i.e, VRVz = (V2R − V2z )(z/R) (Binney & Tremaine
2008). There is however, evidence to suggest that the el-
lipsoid is aligned with the cylindrical system (R, φ, z) (e.g.,
Binney et al. 2014), in which case ∂VRVz/∂z = 0 and the
term 1 − σ
2
z
σ2R
drops out from equation 7. Since the actual
answer probably lies in between the two alignments, we in-
stead take into account the contribution of dispersion terms
(σφ,R,z) as a new parameter cad,
V
2
φ = V
2
circ(R, z) + σ2R
(
− R
Rd
− 2R
Rσ
+ cad
)
. (8)
Using the above framework we can now describe the indi-
vidual models employed:
• Bovy1 : The model used by B15 is derived in Bovy et al.
(2012, B12 hereafter). Essentially they assume ∂VRVz/∂z =
0, exponential surface density profile, exponential velocity
dispersion profile and a constant circular velocity and then
use the distribution function from Dehnen (1999) to model
the asymmetric drift. Sharma et al. (2014) fitted the B12
model to RAVE data and showed that the B12 model can
be approximated by setting cad = 0.28 in equation 8. In order
to reproduce the results of B15 we adopt this value for cad.
Furthermore, in accordance with B15, we set Rd = 3 kpc,
Rσ = ∞ kpc, σR = 31.4, and assume a flat profile for the
circular velocity Vcirc = 220 km s−1, Vcirc + V = 242.5 km
s−1. We use Bovy1 only for the mid-plane (|z | < 0.25 kpc)
as was the case in B15.
• globalRz : B15 model requires making a number of
assumptions, e.g., about the circular velocity profile, the
σφ/σR ratio as well as the σR profile. Typically, σR in the
disk lies around 20-40 km s−1(Bovy et al. 2012), however the
vertical variation in dispersion requires proper modelling of
the AVR and hence a good handle on stellar ages. Moreover,
Vcirc itself has a non-trivial profile, as for example was found
with kinematic analysis of RAVE where gradient in both ra-
dial (∝ αR(R− R)) and vertical directions (∝ αz |z |−1.34) was
reported (Sharma et al. 2014). Furthermore, if we compute
Vφ using proper motions, we see that the profiles are not
flat in R (Figure 5).
Given that some of the assumptions might not be correct,
for our analysis we adopt a flexible model for Vφ, that is a
2nd degree multivariate polynomial in cylindrical Galacto-
centric coordinates R and z, more specifically,
Vφ =
2∑
i=0
2∑
j=0
ai j (R − R)i z j, (9)
The model prediction in Galactocentric coordinartes
can be transformed to heliocentric coordinates assuming
(U,ΩR,W) for the solar motion and fitted to observed
the line-of-sight velocity Vlos,mod. The Ω is given by the the
proper motion of Sgr A*, and hence this approach does not
require us to assume a value for V or Vcirc. In order to fit
for the coefficients ai j , we assume that the observed Vlos is
a Gaussian, N(.| |mean, dispersion), centered at Vlos,mod with
dispersion σlos = 31.4 km s−1 (similar to B15). This can be
summarized as,
p(Vlos |ai j, lgc, zgc, R) = N(Vlos |Vlos,mod, σv), (10)
and we call this model globalRz. The MCMC fitting is carried
out using the bmcmc package (Sharma 2017).
• Strom z : Finally, we will now describe the model for our
galaxia simulations. While we could just use the globalRz
model to approximate kinematics in galaxia, however, flex-
ible models like globalRz with many free parameters run the
risk of overfitting the data. Hence we devise a more realis-
tic model. Note, our aim here is to generate a simple and
realistic null hypothesis case, i.e., a smooth axisymmetric
model that has no velocity fluctutaions. The default model
in galaxia is based on the Stro¨mberg relation with param-
eters from the RAVE-GAU kinematic model from Sharma
et al. (2014, (S14) their last column of Table 6). This model
is able to describe the z variation in velocity dispersions (≈
AVR), but it requires stellar ages as input. Since for observed
data, ages are not available, instead of using the default
model, we modify it take the variation of σR with height z
into account. For this we adopt the following form for σR,
σR(R, z) = (σ0 + δσ0 (|z |)) exp(−R/Rσ). (11)
and fit for σ0 and δσ0 using a mock galaxia realization
with RAVE-GAU model. We find σ0 = 30.7 km s−1 and δσ0
for three different values of |z | is given in Table 2. To obtain
δσ0 for any arbitrary value of z we use linear interpolation.
For the thick disk we assume a mono-age population (11
Gyr old) and we assume that the thick disc obeys the AVR
of the thin disc. If this is not done the velocity distribution
in the upper slices might deviate strongly from a Gaussian
distribution and this will lead to velocity fluctuations and
will make the simulation unsuitable for out null hypothesis
test.
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Figure 4. Stellar number density of the GADR14RC dataset for
the three vertical slices used in our analysis. Each pixel has a
minimum of 20 stars. The radial cuts applied here correspond to
completeness in magnitude limited selection (see Figure 11 for
details).
Finally, we fit equation 8 to the mock galaxia realization
and find the best match for cad = 0.77. The disk and velocity
dispersion scale lengths are adopted directly from S14, i.e.,
(Rd, Rσ) = (2.5, 13.7) kpc. Lastly, in galaxia we use Vcirc +
V = 226.84+ 12.1 km s−1 and the circular velocity profile is
from Sharma et al. (2011) and is not flat.
3.4 Fourier analysis of velocity fluctuations
Each dataset is divided into three slices in z (as in Fig-
ure 3), and further binned into (x, y) space with bins of size
0.75 × 0.75 kpc2. The resulting stellar density map for each
vertical slice of the GADR14RC dataset is shown in Figure 4.
For each bin, we calculate the residual ∆Vlos = Vlos −Vlos,mod,
to produce a 2D velocity fluctuation image h. To reduce the
contribution from Poisson noise we set h = 0 for bins than
have less than 20 stars. Next we perform Fourier analysis of
the image h and calculate the 2D power spectrum of fluctu-
ations as
Pkl =
1
Neff
|Akl |2∆x∆y, (12)
where Akl is the 2d Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the
image h and ∆x and ∆y are the size of the bins along x and
y directions. Neff is the effective number of bins in the image
and is given by
∑
i
∑
j H(ni j − 20), where H is the Heaviside
step function and ni j is the number of stars in the (i, j)-th
bin. Next we average Pkl azimuthally in bins of k =
√
k2x + k2y
to obtain the 1D power spectrum P(k). The P(k) as defined
above satisfies the following normalization condition given
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Figure 5. Mean Galactocentric rotation (Vφ) derived using
proper motions for the combined dataset GADR14RC and shown
for different z slices. The profiles look parabolic in nature with a
steepening gradient as we move away from the plane.
by the Parseval’s theorem,∫ ∞
0
P(k)2pik dk =
∑
k
∑
l
Pkl∆kx∆ky (13)
=
∑
i
∑
j H(ni j − 20)h2i j
Neff
We present
√
P(k) that has the dimensions of km s−1 as our
final result. The presented formalism to compute the power
spectrum is slightly different that of B15, but it matches the
results of B15 and importantly ensures that the estimated
power spectrum P(k) is invariant to changes in size of the bin,
the overall size of the image box, and bins with missing data.
The noise for the power spectrum is calculated in the same
manner except that for the input signal we use normally
distributed data with zero mean and dispersion equal to the
standard deviation of ∆Vlos.
4 RESULTS
The observed data has complicated selection functions in
terms of magnitude and spatial coverage. Therefore before
we study the observed data, we will first consider a much
simpler dataset using galaxia that has uniform spatial cov-
erage. This will allow us to test the method described in
subsection 3.3 and explore any selection function related bi-
ases.
4.1 GALAXIA all-sky sample: High mass Red
Clump stars
Using galaxia we generate an all-sky sample that has H <
13.8, the magnitude boundary of the APOGEE data set in
the mid-plane, and select Red Clump stars using the scheme
in section A. We make three versions of this dataset, one
with true distances (d = dTrue), one with with Red Clump-
derived distances (d = dRC) and one with Red Clump-
derived distances but only for stars with dRC/dTrue > 0.8.
The last of these is chosen to provide a control sample to
check for systematic errors in distances. For each data set we
fit the globalRz kinematic model to Vlos data and derive the
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Figure 6. Kinematic modelling of galaxia all-sky sample. Results with three different choices of distance are shown, true distances (Top
panels), Red Clump distances (Middle panels) and Red Clump distances but with stars restricted to dRC/dTrue > 0.8 (Bottom panels).
Each column shows a different aspect of the kinematics. (a,e,f): The Vφ as function of R obtained by fitting the globalRz model to Vlos.
The actual Vφ profile and the profile obtained with proper motion and d = dRC is also plotted alongside. (b,f,j) The line-of-sight residual
velocity map obtained after subtracting the best fit globalRz model (also overplotted are curves of R = [6,8,10,12] increasing towards
negative Xhc). (c,g,k) Power spectrum of the residual velocity map. (d,h,l) Map of distance residuals computed with respect to dTrue.
Vφ profile and then construct the ∆Vlos map (subsection 3.3).
In Figure 6, we only show results for the mid-plane region
with |z | < 0.25 kpc. The panels in first column compare the
derived Vφ profile with the actual Vφ profile, computed di-
rectly using line-of-sight motion, proper motions and true
distances. The Vφ profile computed using Red Clump dis-
tance is also shown alongside. The panels in second col-
umn show the map of velocity fluctuations ∆Vlos, while their
power spectrum is shown in panels of the third column. The
median power spectrum expected due to Poisson noise is
shown in dotted black and 68 percentile spread around it
based on 20 random realizations is shown in pink. Finally,
in the fourth column we show the map of distance residuals.
The results for each case are summarized below.
• True distances d = dTrue: It is clear that for the true
distances we are able to recover the profile by fitting globalRz
model to Vlos. This is also reflected in the map of ∆Vlos,
where we obtain a smooth map with negligible residuals.
Furthermore, the 1D power spectrum also has amplitude
consistent with noise of about 2 km s−1. This scenario is as
would be expected of a perfectly axisymmetric galaxy.
• RC distances d = dRC: The results are more interest-
ing for the Red Clump derived distances case. Here, the ac-
tual Vφ profile (green line) is not reproduced accurately by
the globalRz model (blue line) unlike the previous case. The
model overestimates the profile beyond the Solar circle (R)
and underestimates it towards the Galactic center. The Vφ
profile computed using proper motions also does not match
the actual profile. The ∆Vlos residual map shows a peculiar
dipole along the y axis for x > 0. This feature gives rise to
a sharp peak in the power spectrum with amplitude of 5.9
km s−1at a physical scale of k−1 = 1.6 kpc. Exactly at the
location where we see high residuals in Vlos we also see high
residual in distances.
• RC distances but only for dRC/dTrue > 0.8: The results
of this case are very similar to that for case where we use
true distances.
For the first case with true distances the residuals in
both Vlos and distance are zero by definition. For the second
case with RC distances, we see significant residuals. It is
clear that the region corresponding to the high ∆Vlos resid-
ual also corresponds to high distance residual, i.e., distance
errors. This suggests the cause of high residuals is systematic
errors in distances. This is further confirmed by the results
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Figure 7. Mass distribution of Red Clump stars for a H < 13.8
sample simulated with galaxia. Panel (a) shows the distribution
of Red Clump stars in the (MKs ,Mass) plane. It is clear that the
luminous Red Clump stars also have higher mass. Stars above
the black dashed roughly correspond to where dRC/dTrue > 0.8.
Panel (b) shows the distribution of Red Clump stars in the
(MKs − 2.5 log g,Mass) plane. The tight relation is because the
Red Clump stars lie in a narrow range of Teff . The red dotted line
is = −2.5 log M in both the panels.
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Figure 8. Properties of Red Clump stars for a H < 13.8 sam-
ple simulated with galaxia. We show the map of mean distance
residuals (dRC − dTrue)/dTrue. It can be seen that close to the plane
and towards the Galactic Center, the distance is underestimated.
The contours indicate the the fraction of Red Clump stars (10%
and 40% levels shown) that are unusually luminous, identified
using MKs < −2.0. This suggests that distance errors are due to
luminous Red Clump stars.
of the third case, where we restrict the analysis to stars with
dRC/dTrue > 0.8 and find no residuals in Vlos or distances.
For the second case, the distance residuals are negative
which means that the distances are underestimated. This
would have the effect of bringing stars closer to us than in
reality, more importantly, their kinematics would be inap-
propriate for their inferred location. This is why we see a
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Figure 9. Age distribution of galaxia RC stars with (1.8 <
log g < 3.0) and 4300 < Teff/K < 5200. The RC stars are defined as
stars having mass greater than the RGB tipping mass. The star
formation is as in galaxia, which is almost a constant star for-
mation rate. a) The RC sample is selected based on simple cuts in
spectroscopic parameters (log g,Teff) as defined above. The over-
all age distribution (blue curve) has a peak around 1.5 Gyr and
this is dominated by stars with MK > −2.0, while the brighter
stars (orange curve) with MK < −2.0 peak around 0.5 Gyr i.e.,
are much younger. b) The RC selection scheme as described in
this paper is based on (Bovy et al. 2014) (B14) and shown in
equations (A1-A4) is now applied to sample in a). This removes
contamination from secondary clump stars (SRC) as well as the
RGB bump and in the remaining RC sample, the younger popu-
lation stands out even more clearly with the majority being Age
< 1 Gyr old.
dipole in the Vlos maps. Since the velocity field is incorrect,
the best fit globalRz model fails to reproduce the actual Vφ
profile. Due to systematics in distances the velocity profile
inferred using proper motion would also be wrong, and this
is the reason for the mismatch of the orange line with the
green line in Figure 6e. Again this is confirmed in Figure 6i,
where we restrict stars to dRC/dTrue > 0.8 and there is no
mismatch between any of the Vφ profiles.
We now investigate the cause of systematic errors in dis-
tances of Red Clump stars. We generate an all sky H < 13.8
sample with galaxia, identify Red Clump stars in it, and
then study their properties. Figure 7a, shows the distribu-
tion of Red Clump stars in the plane of MKs and stellar mass
M. Typically, Red Clump stars have MKs ≈ −1.60, however
Figure 7a shows that there is a tail extending down to much
brighter magnitudes. Stars with dRC/dTrue < 0.8 that were
responsible for strange features in residual velocity maps in
Figure 6 correspond to MKs < −2 and this is shown as the
black dashed line in the panel. In the tail below the line,
brightness is strongly correlated with stellar mass, which
extends up to 4 M. We know that mass of a red giant star
is anti-correlated with age (e.g., Sharma et al. 2016; Miglio
et al. 2017), with massive stars being in general younger. So
the cause for the systematic errors in the Red Clump dis-
tances is the presence of young Red Clump stars that have
high mass and luminosity.
The anti-correlation of absolute magnitude with mass is
easy to understand. Red Clump stars lie in a narrow range
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Figure 10. Residual velocity maps and power spectrum for the observed data in the |z | < 0.25 kpc slice. Shown are cases for different data
sets, with different radial cuts and kinematic models to illustrate the effect of systematics. (a-b) Data used is APOGEE RC DR12 with
stars restricted to radial distance d < 6 kpc, using median statistics to compute the residual and using Bovy’s analytical model for the
kinematics. (c-d) Same as a-b but with APOGEE RC DR14. (e-f) Same as c-d but now residual is computed using mean statistics. (g-h)
Same as e-f but data restricted to d < 4 kpc to satisfy volume completeness. (i-j) Same as g-h but we now apply the flexible 2d polynomial
kinematic model named as globalRz to show it reduces power. (k-l) We apply globalRz model to the combined APOGEE DR14 and
GALAH dataset that uses the new Red Clump selection criteria and distance estimation scheme described in the paper.
of Teff . Hence their luminosity L is proportional to R2. Given
that surface gravity g = M/R2, and since MK represents the
Luminosity L well, we have
MK ∝ −2.5 log L ∝ −2.5(log M − log g) (14)
MK − 2.5 log g ∝ −2.5 log M (15)
For a given log g, the magnitude decreases with mass and the
expected trend is shown in Figure 7a. For Red Clump stars
log g is not constant, to take this into account in Figure 7b,
we show stars in the (MK − 2.5 log g,Mass) space. The stars
now perfectly follow the predicted relation of equation 15.
We now investigate as to where we expect to find such
high mass stars and in which regions do we expect signifi-
cant errors in distances. Figure 8 shows the map of distance
residual in the (x, z) plane. We see that the distance residu-
als are high in the mid-plane of the Galaxy and towards the
Galactic Center. The contours overplotted on Figure 8, show
the fraction of Red Clump stars that have MKs < −2, i.e.,
very luminous. Close to the plane and towards the Galactic
Center in certain areas the fraction is higher than 0.3. The
regions of high distance residuals correspond to region with
higher fraction of high-mass Red Clump stars, this provides
a causal link for the high distance residuals.
Why is the contamination from young, high-mass RC so
prominent close to the plane and towards the Galactic Cen-
ter? This is due to a combination of four different effects.
Firstly, due to the age scale height relation in the Galaxy,
younger stars have smaller scale height and are closer to the
plane. Secondly, the surface density profile of stars in the
Galaxy falls off exponentially with distance from the Galac-
tic Center, which means there are more such stars towards
the Galactic Center. Thirdly, along any given line-of-sight
the volume of a cone around it increases as square of the dis-
tance. So more stars from far away with larger true distances
are displaced to regions with smaller apparent distances. Fi-
nally, the spectroscopic selection function designed to select
RC stars also plays a role in making the high mass stars ap-
pear more prominently. For constant star formation rate the
number of Red Clump stars show a sharp peak around an
age of 1.5 Gyr (Girardi 2016). But our contaminant bright
stars having MKs < −2, peak at 0.5 Gyr and are not associ-
ated with the peak at 1.5 Gyr. The age distribution of RC
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Figure 11. Magnitude distribution for GALAH and APOGEE
Red Clump datasets shown for different slices in z (kpc). The
position where the magnitude distribution falls sharply sets the
maximum distance upto which the stars are unbiased in distance
(pseudo volume complete). The magnitude limits are shown by
dotted vertical lines. For the off-plane slices the completeness limit
is V = 14 and set by the GALAH survey that dominates the
number counts. For the mid-plane slice the limit is H = 12 and
set by APOGEE survey that dominates the number counts.
stars in galaxia is shown in Figure 9a, also shown are the
contaminant bright stars. Figure 9b shows the age distribu-
tion after applying our RC selection function. The peak at
1.5 Gyr vanishes but not the one at 0.5 Gyr. It is clear that
the selection function introduces a strong age bias rejecting
a significant fraction of young stars, but the young contami-
nant bright stars are not rejected, instead they become more
prominent.
We also studied the off plane slices and found no pecu-
liar features in the residual velocity maps. This is expected
as the contamination from high-mass RC stars does not ex-
tend far away from the mid-plane.
4.2 Velocity fluctuations in the mid-plane for
observed data
We now discuss the results of our kinematic modeling on
the observed datasets and will compare this with selection
function matched mock data generated with galaxia as
described in subsection 3.1. Using Red Clump stars from
APOGEE -DR12, B15 showed that after subtracting an ax-
isymmetric model there remains a high residual in the Vlos
field in the mid-plane (|z | < 0.25 kpc). Their kinematical
model assumed a flat rotation curve with Vcirc = 220 km s−1
and V = 22.5 km s−1 and the asymmetric drift was based on
the Dehnen distribution (Dehnen 1999). In Figure 10 we con-
sider again the B15 result and explore effects that can lead
to enhanced residuals. In Figure 10(a,b) we have reproduced
their result by using the same model and data (APOGEE
-DR12 RC sample) as them. A sharp peak of 10.4 km s−1 is
obtained at a physical scale of about 2.5 kpc similar to B15.
The location and the height of the peak is essentially
unchanged when we include APOGEE -DR14 RC sample,
the peak only becomes sharper (Figure 10 c,d).
Now, B15 used median statistics to compute the resid-
ual maps and power spectra. If the distribution of the resid-
ual velocity is a Gaussian then employing either mean or
median statistics should not make much of a difference in
the residual maps. However, if the distribution is asymmet-
ric then it will. In the context of the Galaxy, we know that
the Vφ distribution is asymmetric (Sharma et al. 2014). Typ-
ically one defines a kinematic model and then computes the
model parameters that maximize the likelihood of the model
given the data. For such a best fit model, it is not clear as to
which statistics (mean or median) will give lower values in
velocity residual maps. In Figure 10(e,f) we find that choos-
ing mean statistics lowers the power by 1.0 km s−1 for the
B15 model. We have checked and found that for our best
fit globalRz model the results remain unchanged for either
choice of statistic. So from now on for the rest of our anal-
ysis we adopt to use the mean statistics for computing the
velocity residual maps. Next, we consider the volume com-
pleteness of the data sample. Figure 11 shows the magni-
tude distribution of the GALAH and APOGEE Red Clump
stars (GADR14RC dataset) in V and H passbands. In the
mid-plane region most of the data is from APOGEE and
there is a sharp fall around H = 12. Similarly, GALAH con-
tributes significantly to the off-plane slices and the distribu-
tion falls off around V = 14, reflecting the survey selection
function. This fall-off limit (mλ,max) is the faintest magnitude
to which stars are observed completely (strictly speaking we
mean pseudo-random-complete or unbiased in distance se-
lection) and so we can also estimate the maximum distance
this would correspond to by modifying equation 1 as,
dmod,max ≤ mλ,max − Mλ − σMλ − Aλ. (16)
Using magnitude limits for each slice, extinction factor Aλ
, absolute magnitude Mλ and its dispersion σMλ from Ta-
ble A2, we find dmax = 4 kpc for the mid-plane and dmax =
3.25 kpc for the off-plane regions. These distance limits are
also visible in the scatter plots of Figure 3. In Figure 10(g,h)
we apply the d < 4 kpc distance cut, which removes the high-
residual pixels (beyond xhc > 5 kpc) however, there is no
noticeable change in the power spectrum compared to Fig-
ure 10(g,h) as the amplitude is still at 9.3 km s−1. However,
as a precaution, we will continue with the distance limits for
the rest of the figures.
Finally, we replace the B15 model with our flexible ax-
isymmetric model from subsection 3.3 and this has the effect
of further reducing the power to 7.1 km s−1 in Figure 10(i,j).
In Figure 10(k,l) we consider the residuals for the combined
dataset GADR14RC to increase the sample size and get es-
sentially the same power spectrum as in Figure 10(i,j) with
lower amplitude of 6.3 km s−1. A characteristic pattern of
blue in first quadrant, red in second and yellow in third
as seen in previous cases is also visible here. To conclude,
we find that in the mid-plane after accounting for various
systematics and a more flexible model the power amplitude
can be reduced significantly, though interestingly it cannot
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be reduced to zero or to the level expected purely due to
noise (pink region).
4.3 Off-plane slices and comparison with galaxia
We now also consider the off-plane (|z | > 0.25 kpc) slices of
data and also compare directly with mock realizations using
galaxia. Once again, we use the GADR14RC dataset and
the flexible globalRz model. In Figure 12, we show the resid-
ual velocity maps, power spectra as well as the Vφ profile for
each slice. To take the volume completeness of the sample
into account, for the mid-plane slice we have restricted the
data to d < 4.0 kpc and for the off-plane slices to d < 3.25
kpc.
As mentioned already in subsection 4.2, the peak power
in the mid-plane is around 6 km s−1 but moving away from
the plane, the power drops (blue solid lines) and is only
slightly higher than that expected from noise (dashed lines
and the pink zone). Interestingly, the mock galaxia sam-
ples also predict this trend of high power in the mid-plane
but power that is lower and only slightly higher than noise
elsewhere. Note, the predicted power spectrum has intrin-
sic stochasticity due to Poisson noise. So we generate 100
random realisations of the galaxia samples and show the
predicted 68% confidence zone as the green shaded region.
From these zones it is clear that, for galaxia samples, the
maximum power achieved in the mid-plane is 5.2+1.2−1.4 km
s−1. For other slices, for galaxia samples, the green and
pink zones are almost on top of each other. However, the
maximum power in observed data sets is higher by about 2
km s−1 as compared to galaxia samples.
We note that for the observed data and the 0.75 <
|z | < 1.25 slice the Vφ profile obtained using only line-of-
sight motion traces well the Vφ profile obtained using both
line-of-sight and proper motions. This suggests that, for this
slice, there is minimal systematic error associated with dis-
tance, proper motion or line-of-sight velocities. However, for
the other two slices which are closer to the plane we do see
differences. The slice closest to the plane shows most pro-
nounced deviations. The mock galaxia samples also show
similar behavior. This is most likely due to systematic errors
in distances as discussed in subsection 4.1. If there are sys-
tematic errors with distances then its effect on the inferred
Vφ profile will be different depending upon if we infer the
profile based on line-of-sight velocities or both line-of-sight
velocities and proper motions.
The shape of the rotation profiles for the mock and ob-
served data sets also show differences. For the mock data,
the Vφ profile is predominantly flat across all the slices. In
contrast, for the observed data a clear variation with R is
visible, and the variation becomes more pronounced as we
move further away from the mid-plane. While our model is
flexible enough to account for simple radial trends in rota-
tion curves, this flexibility can over fit the data if the spatial
coverage is not uniform. This is particularly a concern in
the mid-plane where the coverage in the (x, y) plane is not
uniform, as there is a dearth of stars in the fourth quadrant.
This is because both APOGEEE and GALAH have not ob-
served enough stars in the midplane and in the Southern
Sky.
Basically the constraints on Vφ for R < 8 kpc come from
data in the first and the fourth quadrant. As evidenced by
the red and blue patches in Figure 6b, the systematics in
distances lead to incorrect values for the mean Vlos in the
first and the fourth quadrant. If data from only one quadrant
is available the model can adjust the value of Vφ for R < 8
kpc to fit the Vlos in that quadrant perfectly, however this
will not match the mean Vlos in the other quadrant. If the
data from the other quadrant was also available the model
would not have the freedom to do this, but in the absence
of it the model over fits the data.
The galaxia samples are generated from a simulation
for which the kinematics are known by design, so we can
avoid over fitting a model which is similar to the input
model. The input model has kinematics as a function of age,
but since we do not have ages in the observed data, we ap-
proximate the kinematics by Strom z model which is based
on the Stro¨mberg equation and described in subsection 3.3.
In Figure 13, we employ this new fitting model Strom z for
galaxia and compare its results with that of globalRz model
fitted to the observed data. Overall the trends in velocity
maps and the power spectrum for the different slices are
the same as in Figure 12, i.e., high power in the mid-plane
and negligible power away from the plane. The character-
istic pattern of red in first quadrant and yellow in third as
seen in observed data for the midplane slice is also repro-
duced in the midplane slice of the simulated data. For the
galaxia samples there is a slight increase in the power by
about 3 km s−1 for the Strom z as compared to globalRz.
This is not surprising, as the globalRz model is more flexible
and has more degrees of freedom than the Strom z model.
Moreover, in the plane globalRz model can overfit the data
due to incomplete coverage of the (x,y) plane.
In subsection 4.1, we showed that the presence of high
mass RC stars can contaminate the kinematics in the mid-
plane and can give rise to high Vlos residuals. Figure 13(c,f)
shows that if we remove this population, by restricting stars
to dRC/dtrue > 0.8, the excess power disappears. This sug-
gests that the observed excess power is spurious and is due
to contamination from high mass stars whose distances are
underestimated. For the off-plane slices this additional cut
makes no difference as the density of high mass RC is neg-
ligible for these slices.
5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Over the past few years several surveys have hinted at non-
axisymmetric motion in the disc of the Milky Way. Bovy
et al. (2015) used Red Clump stars from APOGEE to show
velocity fluctuations of 11 km s−1 in the mid-plane region on
scales of 2.5 kpc. In this paper we have made use of all the
APOGEE Red Clump stars available up to date along with
data from GALAH. Our results do not dispute the presence
of deviation from mean axisymmetric motion in the mid-
plane of the Galaxy. However, simulations using galaxia
show that RC samples are likely to be contaminated by in-
trinscially brighter Red Clump stars, these stars are young
and have high mass. Distance is underestimated for such
stars. Being young, such stars lie preferentially closer to the
midplane. This has the effect of contaminating the popula-
tion at any given location with distant stars in that direc-
tion whose kinematics is different. This results in strange
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Figure 12. Residual Vlos velocity maps, power spectrum and Vφ profiles for observed and simulated data for different slices in z. The top
three panels correspond to GADR14RC while the bottom three panels correspond to mock galaxia. In each case, the power spectrum
corresponding to the velocity map is shown in blue, the 1σ noise spread based on 20 random realisations in pink and median noise
in dotted black. For galaxia the green region represents the stochastic spread over 100 realisations, in power spectrum with the same
selection function as data. We find that except for the case of mid-plane the Vφ profiles are captured well by the globalRz models and
the power spectrum of residual Vlos velocity approaches noise with amplitude ≈ 2 km s−1.
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Figure 13. Residual velocity maps and power spectrum for observed and simulated data. Left column shows results of the observed
data. Middle column shows results for data simulated with galaxia. Right column also shows results with galaxia but when high
mass stars with systematically underestimated distances are removed. First and second rows are for |z/kpc | < 0.25, third and fourth
are for 0.25 < |z/kpc | < 0.75 and fifth and sixth are for 0.75 < |z/kpc | < 1.25. For the observed data a 2d polynomial of degree 3 (nine
coefficients) is employed to create the residual velocity map. For simulated data the kinematic model is based on the Stro¨mberg equation
and is known a priori.
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features when residual velocity maps are constructed in the
(x, y) plane.
From Figure 10, we conclude that for the mid-plane slice
the peak power pmax occurs at physical scales of k−1 ≈ 3 kpc
for the observed data, and is either 9.3 km s−1, using the
original Bovy1 model, or 6.3 km s−1, using the more flex-
ible axisymmetric model globalRz. On the other hand, the
simulations from galaxia in Figures 12 and 13 show that
the peak power is 8.1+2.0−1.5 km s
−1using the Strom z model or
5.2+1.2−1.4 km s
−1with the flexible globalRz model. The peak in
the power spectrum is also at the same physical scale of 3
kpc for both the observed sample and galaxia sample. We
have also demonstrated that the power in galaxia is due
to contamination from young high mass Red Clump stars,
as the sample with dRC/dTrue > 0.8 does not show excess
power. So we do expect the high mass stars to contribute
to the power in the observed data, but how much is the
contribution from real streaming motion is not obvious at
this stage. The streaming and spurious perturbations in the
velocity field could be correlated or uncorrelated. For the
first case the streaming perturbations will add on to spuri-
ous perturbations and will enhance the power linearly. This
would mean that the real streaming motion (observed peak
power minus the average predicted peak power by galaxia
is less than 1.2 km s−1, adopting either StromR z or glob-
alRz as the reference model. Note, the observed fluctuations
using the Bovy1 model are best compared with galaxia
predictions using the Strom z model, as both models are in-
flexible models. If instead they are uncorrelated, we would
expect the contributions to be added quadratically (given
that power is physically a measure of dispersion), leading to
an estimate of 4.6 km s−1 using StromR z and 3.6 km s−1
using globalRz.
In the mid-plane using the flexible globalRz model we
have been able to reduce the power from 9.3 to 6.3 km
s−1. The red pattern in the first quadrant and the yellow
in the third are subdued. However, the blue pattern in sec-
ond quadrant still exists, which could be due to a real feature
in the data.
For slices away from the plane, 0.25 < |z/kpc | < 0.75
and 0.75 < |z/kpc | < 1.25, we find that for the observed data
the power decreases with height above the plane and is no
more than 5.1 km s−1. This rules out large non-axisymmetric
streaming motion extending beyond the |z | > 0.25 kpc. The
galaxia samples also predict very little power (3 km s−1)
for slices away from the plane. However, the power in the
observed data is higher than that predicted by galaxia by
about 2 km s−1. So, small streaming motion is not ruled
out. Assuming streaming motion to be uncorrelated with
other effects, we estimate the power to be less than 4.4 km
s−1for 0.25 < |z/kpc | < 0.75 and less than 2.9 km s−1for
0.75 < |z/kpc | < 1.25.
If the excess power in the observed data is real and not
an artefact of high mass clump stars, then it is interesting
to consider the cause behind the decrease of power with
height. This could be indicative of the fact that it is much
easier to excite streaming motion in young dynamically cold
populations than old dynamically hot populations.
We note that the analysis presented here has limitations
when applied to data away from the mid-plane. The average
age of stars increases with height above the plane due to the
age scale height relation in the Galaxy. The mean azimuthal
motion depends upon age and hence is also a function of
|z |. Now, if a slice in |z | is not sampled uniformly in the
(x, y, z) space, the mean residual motion will show large vari-
ance just due to incomplete sampling. It is quite common for
spectroscopic surveys to have such incomplete sampling at
high |z |, as they observe in small patches across the sky. In
such cases, one should always compare the power spectrum
of observed data with selection function matched mock data
which will correctly capture the power due to incomplete
sampling.
Finally, Bovy et al. (2015), using their axisymmetric
model, obtained a power excess in the mid-plane region,
of ≈ 12 km −1 and strongly suggested that the LSR itself
is streaming at this velocity. They add this excess to the
Scho¨nrich et al. (2010) value for the Sun’s peculiar motion
to give the new V ≈ 12.1 + 12.0 = 24.1 km s−1. Following
our analysis, we suggest that the adjustment to V should be
no more than 4.2 km s−1, provided the excess power in the
residual velocity field is not due to high-mass Red Clump
stars. Interestingly, Kawata et al. (2018) using Gaia DR1
Cepheids also obtain V = 12.5 ± 0.8 km s−1 i.e., consistent
with Scho¨nrich et al. (2010), although they do not assert it
to be conclusive given the small size of their sample.
We find that the spectro-photometric RC selection cri-
terion given by Bovy et al. (2014) is quite efficient at isolat-
ing the RC stars. Based on galaxia simualtions, the crite-
rion can isolate RC stars with a purity of 98%. We further
refined the criteria and made it purely based on spectro-
scopic parameters. However, we find that such selection cri-
teria have a strong age bias, Red Clump stars below 2 Gyrs
are significantly underrepresented.
Looking further to the future, Gaia can resolve some
of the questions raised by our analysis. First, with accu-
rate parallaxes from Gaia, we can confirm if the APOGEE
Red Clump catalog contains high mass stars with underes-
timated distances. If so, then does removing this population
get rid of the excess power in the residual velocity map?
Moreover, with proper motion we can construct and study
velocity maps of Vφ,VR and Vz separately instead of just Vlos.
We can also make use of all type of stars and not just the
Red Clump.
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APPENDIX A: RED CLUMP CALIBRATION
AND SELECTION
Following from subsection 2.1, here we describe details of
our Red Clump selection and calibration. A crude sample
of RC stars can be selected based on cuts in surface gravity
log g and dereddened color (J − K)0, for example, Williams
et al. (2013) used the simple cuts of 1.8 ≤ log g ≤ 3.0 and
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Figure A1. Spectroscopic HR diagram of the galaxia J < 15
all-sky sample used to derive (J − K)0 as a function of Teff and
log g. Red dashed lines mark the approximate boundary between
Dwarfs and Giants and the typical location of Red Clump (RC)
is indicated.
0.55 < (J − K)0 < 0.8 on RAVE data. However, this was es-
timated to be contaminated by about 30-60 % of non-RC
stars, including the secondary Red Clump (Girardi 1999),
and the red giant branch bump, which is a metallicity-
dependent localized excess in the luminosity function of first-
ascent red giant branch stars (Cassisi & Salaris 1997; Nataf
et al. 2013).
In the APOGEE-RC catalog Bovy et al. (2014) use
PARSEC isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012) and asteroseis-
mic constraints to improve the sample purity, resulting in
the following comprehensive selection scheme
1.8 ≤ log g ≤ 0.0018 dex K−1
(
Teff − T refeff ([Fe/H])
)
+ 2.5 , (A1)
Z > 1.21[(J − K)0 − 0.05]9 + 0.0011, (A2)
Z < Min
(
2.58[(J − K)0 − 0.40]3 + 0.0034, 0.06
)
, (A3)
0.5 < (J − K)0 < 0.8, (A4)
where,
T refeff ([Fe/H]) = −382.5 K dex−1 [Fe/H] + 4607 K . (A5)
and Z is the PARSEC isochrone metallicity. However, this re-
quires de-reddened (J −K)0 color and to get them extinction
is required. In the APOGEE Red Clump catalog by Bovy
et al. (2014) extinction was estimated using the Rayleigh
Jeans Color Excess method (RJCE; Majewski et al. 2011)
which requires photometry in [4.5µ] band. Extinction esti-
mates based purely on photometry are useful but have in-
accuracies associated with them. To overcome this, we use
pure Red Clump stars from galaxia to derive empirical re-
lations expressing (J − K)0 in terms of spectroscopic param-
eters [Fe/H] and Teff . Such relations have previously been
derived for K-type dwarf stars by Casagrande et al. (2010),
where one fits for a function of the form
5040 K/Teff = a0 + a1X + a2X2 + a3XY + a4Y + a5Y2, (A6)
where X = (J − K)0, Y = [Fe/H] and (a0...a5) are the fit
coefficients. While this is a valid function to use, it is not
analytically invertible to derive (J − K)0, unless the depen-
dence on [Fe/H] can be neglected in which case equation A6
can be easily inverted to give11
(J − K)0 ∼ 12a2
[−a1 +
√
a21 − 4a2(a0 −
5040 K
Teff
)]. (A7)
We show below that the dependence on [Fe/H] is weak but
not negligible. So we alter equation A6 to fit directly for
(J − K)0 as
(J − K)0 = a0 + a1X + a2X2 + a3XY + a4Y + a5Y2, (A8)
where X =[Fe/H] and Y = 5040 K/Teff .
To derive the coefficients, we use data simulated by the
code galaxia, which allows us to obtain relations valid for
majority of the stars that we observe. More specifically, we
generate an all-sky catalogue with J < 15, where the stel-
lar parameters are generated using PARSEC12 isochrones
(Bressan et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2014, 2015; Tang et al.
2014), and choose the 2MASSWISE photometric system.
From this we select three populations using boundaries in
log g, namely Dwarfs (log g ≥ 3.8), Giants (log g ≥ 3.2), and
Red Clump stars (1.8 ≤ log g ≤ 3.0). Figure A1 marks the
approximate boundaries between the three populations in
the spectroscopic HR diagram. For a given age and metal-
licity of a star, stellar models can predict the initial mass
required to reach the tip of the giant branch, and so for Red
Clump stars the initial mass must exceed this threshold tip-
ping mass (i.e > MRGB,tip). We make this additional cut to
identify the real Red Clump stars in galaxia. We also ex-
clude M-dwarfs from our analysis by applying a temperature
cut of 4200 < Teff(K) < 8000, as the (J−K) color is not a good
indicator of temperature for them.
The resulting best-fit coefficients (a0...a5) for each pop-
ulation are listed in Table A1, using which we derive (J−K)0.
Figure A2 shows the predicted (J − K)0 and residuals as a
function of Teff and [Fe/H]. The best-fit curves trace the
color well and the residuals for all three populations are
below 0.003 mag. As mentioned earlier, weak metallicity
dependence is visible. For the Red Clump and giants, the
residuals show very little variation with temperature (Fig-
ure A2e and f), but with metallicity (Figure A2h and i) a
systematic effect can be seen for [Fe/H]< −2. In comparison
for dwarfs higher metallicities and lower temperatures have
high residuals (Figure A2d and g).
Finally using these derived colors we can now use equa-
tions A1-A4 to produce a sample of Red Clump stars from
our mock J < 15 galaxia catalogue. Here and throughout
the paper for the purpose of selection function we make use
of the (J−K)0 relation corresponding to the Red Clump stars.
Figure A3 shows the Red Clump selection in metallicity-
color space and illustrates the effect of applying additional
cuts from equations A2 and A3 (using color-temperature-
metallicity selection) in order to remove contamination from
11 For completion we also perform the fitting using equation A6
with and without the [Fe/H] term and found that the derived
temperature had residuals below 20 K for Red Clump and Giants,
though Dwarfs had higher (≈50 K) residuals without the [Fe/H]
term. We provide these results in Table A4 but do not use it for
our analysis in this paper.
12 The isochrones were downloaded from
http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cmd
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Figure A2. Empirical ((J − K)0 |Teff , log g) calibration using galaxia all-sky sample based on equation A8: Panels (a,b,c) show the
best-fit (dotted curves) for Dwarfs, Giants and Red Clump stars and the color-coding is the mean [Fe/H]. Panels (d,e,f) and (g,h,i )show
the residuals against temperature Teff and [Fe/H] respectively. While for Dwarfs the derived relations fit well at low metallicity and high
temperatures, for the Giants and Red Clump, residuals are low everywhere except for at [Fe/H]<-2.
Table A1. Best-fit coefficients for equation A8 used to derive
(J − K)0 for the three populations: Dwarfs, Giants and Red
Clump. The fitting is carried out over the temperature range
4200<Teff<8000.
Population a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5
Dwarfs -0.637 -0.107 -0.007 0.093 0.915 0.251
Giants -0.957 0.000 -0.006 -0.020 1.489 0.002
Red Clump -0.800 0.046 0.008 -0.060 1.199 0.132
non-RC stars. It is clear that the final selection has a very
narrow range in the median Mk and lies around -1.60.
With the RC sample selected, in Figure A4 we plot the
MK against [Fe/H] and a running median curve (shown in
red) that can be used to approximate Red Clump magni-
tude from metallicity. The dispersion in estimated distance
modulus (σdmod) increases from 0.1 to 0.16 by adding spec-
troscopic errors, however, if the uncertainty in temperature
is a factor of two lower this lower σdmod to 0.12. For the
GALAH data we can get such precision for good signal to
noise data (Duong et al. 2018; Sharma et al. 2018).
For some simple calculations it is useful to know the
typical absolute magnitude of Red Clump stars in differ-
ent photometric bands, e.g., to estimate the volume com-
pleteness of various surveys. Hence, in Table A2 we list the
median absolute magnitude and dispersion based on 68%
confidence region for the J,H,K and VJK pass bands. Here,
VJK = Ks+2.0(J−Ks+0.14)+0.382 exp[(J−Ks−0.2)/0.50] (A9)
Table A2. Median absolute magnitude MRC, and dispersion in
absolute magnitude σMRC for Red Clump stars selected from
galaxia using the scheme in section A. We have tabulated the
values for a few common passbands only for a comparison with
literature. Also listed are the extinction factors ( fλ) for the four
passbands and these are taken from (Schlegel et al. 1998).
Passband (λ) MRC σMRC fλ =
Aλ
E (B−V )
J −0.98 0.11 0.902
H −1.52 0.12 0.576
K −1.60 0.13 0.367
VJK +0.75 0.15 3.240
is the Johnson V band magnitude computed using 2MASS
magnitudes (Sharma et al. 2018). Our derived values are in
good agreement with literature (Girardi 2016).
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Figure A3. The all-sky galaxia Red Clump sample selected using Teff and log g cuts based on equations A1 and A4, and with
additional cuts (cyan dotted line) based on equations A2 and A3 using Color-Temperature-metallicity calibration necessary to remove
contamination from non RC stars. In the final selected sample, the median Mk lies in a narrow band around -1.60 (Panel a) and most
stars are concentrated around this value (Panel b).
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Figure A4. MK - [Fe/H] distribution for the galaxia Red Clump sample. (a) This is the case without any errors in spectroscopic
parameters. The sample has a tight distribution with dispersion in estimated distance modulus of σdmod = 0.1; the running average
(solid red curve) can thus be used to derive absolute magnitude MK from spectroscopy. (b) This is the case with spectroscopic errors of
(σlogTeff , σ[Fe/H], σlog g ) = (0.011, 0.05, 0.1) dex. Here dispersion in distance modulus increases to σMk = 0.18. The red curve is same as in
(a).
Table A3. Tabulated values for mean absolute magnitude MKs as function of [Fe/H] as derived with galaxia (red line in Figure A4a).
Distances to Red Clump stars are estimated by linear interpolating over these values.
[Fe/H] (dex) -0.8 -0.7 -0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
MKs -1.390 -1.405 -1.442 -1.475 -1.520 -1.564 -1.598 -1.622 -1.633 -1.646 -1.659 -1.666 -1.676
Table A4. Best-fit coefficients for equation A6 for the three populations: Dwarfs, Giants and Red Clump stars. Equation A6 derives
5040 K/Teff which can be analyticaly be inverted to derive (J −K)0 if we neglect the [Fe/H] term. This alters the coeffecients slightly and
so we also list that case. Note: This table is only provided for completion and we do not use it for our analysis in this paper.
Population [Fe/H] used? a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 No. of stars
Dwarfs yes 0.5985 0.8148 -0.104 -0.053 0.0382 0.0045 212120
Dwarfs no 0.6045 0.7700 -0.051 - - - 212120
Red Clump yes 0.6511 0.6410 0.0298 -7e-05 0.0116 -0.002 141666
Red Clump no 0.5701 0.8421 -0.083 - - - 141666
Giants yes 0.6447 0.6651 0.0010 0.0044 0.0113 0.0042 135891
Giants no 0.5458 0.9260 -0.171 - - - 135891
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Table B1. Coordinate Transformation matrices.
lzR2xyz VlzR2xyz Vxyz2lbr
x
y
z
 =

Rcos(l)
Rsin(l)
z
 ;

Vx
Vy
Vz
 =
[
Vφ Vz VR
] 
−sin(l) cos(l) 0
0 0 1
cos(l) sin(l) 0
 ;

Vl
Vb
Vr
 =
[
Vx Vy Vz
] 
−y/rc −zx/rc x
−x/rc −zy/rc y
0 rc z

rc =
√
x2 + y2, Vr = Vlos
APPENDIX B: PHASE-SPACE
TRANSFORMATION EQUATIONS
For our main analysis we fit a model for the mean Vφ,GC to
the Vlos data. For this we require the following transforma-
tion from Galactocentric to heliocentric coordinates:
(l, z, R,Vφ,Vz,VR)GC → (l, b, d,Vl,Vb,Vlos)HC. (B1)
This is achieved in the sequence,
• (x, y, z)GC = lzR2xyz (l, z, R)GC,
• (Vx,Vy,Vz )GC = VlzR2xyz (Vφ,Vz,VR)GC,
• (Vx,Vy,Vz )HC = (Vx,Vy,Vz )GC − (U,Θ,W),
• (x, y, z)HC = (x, y, z)GC − (x, y, z),
• (Vl,Vb,Vlos)HC = Vxyz2lbr (x, y, z,Vx,Vy,Vz )HC,
where following Scho¨nrich et al. (2010) we adopt
(U,V) = (11.1, 7.25) km s−1, and the azimuthal com-
ponent Θ = 242.0 km s−1 for data (239.08 for galaxia).
The Θ for data is estimated as ΩR, with R = 8 kpc
and Ω = 30.24 km s−1kpc−1 as set by the proper motion
of Sgr A* (Reid & Brunthaler 2004). The transformation
matrices (in bold) are defined in Table B1.
On the other hand, to obtain the ‘true’ rotation pro-
files, we first convert the longitudinal and latitudinal proper
motions to heliocentric velocities:
Vl = µl × d × 4.74 × 103 (B2)
Vb = µb × d × 4.74 × 103 (B3)
and then combined with Vlos use the sequence above in re-
verse order to obtain Vφ.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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